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Abstract

The low-volume, high-variety spare parts business is often identified as a potential benefi-

ciary of additive manufacturing (AM) technologies. Short lead times and low setup cost may

substantially reduce holding and backorder cost. Unfortunately, high unit cost or low and

uncertain reliabilities of AM parts deem the application of AM economical inferior to conven-

tional manufacturing (CM) methods in most cases. In this paper, we investigate the potential

to overcome these deficiencies by combining AM and CM methods. For that purpose, we

develop an approach that is tailored towards the unique characteristics of dual sourcing with

two production methods. In particular and opposed to traditional dual sourcing literature,

we consider the different failure behavior of parts produced by AM and CM methods. A case

study in the aviation industry and numerical experiments show that dual sourcing is often

superior compared to single sourcing, especially for conditions found in the spare part business

for advanced capital goods: low demand rates, high backorder cost, and high holding cost. In

comparison, single sourcing with AM methods typically leads to higher purchasing cost while

single sourcing with CM methods increases backorder or holding cost. Savings of more than

10% compared to the best single sourcing option are likely even if the reliability or unit cost

of a part sourced with AM are three times higher than for a CM part. In conclusion, dual

sourcing methods may play an important role to exploit the benefits of AM methods while

avoiding its drawbacks in the spare part business.
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1 Introduction

Spare part inventories are essential to keep downtime of advanced capital goods within

reasonable limits, cf. Sherbrooke (2004), and Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015). In-

vestments in spare part inventories can be huge, as the assortment contains many different

items, amongst which many expensive parts, slow movers, and long lead time items. This

situation holds in particular for parts manufactured using conventional manufacturing (CM)

technologies like milling, drilling or injection molding.

Additive manufacturing (AM), also referred to as 3D printing, increasingly matures to an

alternative for spare parts production. The potential is exemplified by Airbus, a manufac-

turer of aircrafts, reporting that its aircraft A350 XWB contains more than 2700 printed

parts already today (Airbus, 2016). The unique process of AM in which raw materials are

added layer upon layer to build complete parts at once is solely based on digital models.

Therefore, part-specific tools or long setup times are untypical for AM methods. Especially

in the low-volume, high-variety spare parts business lead times may reduce substantially,

and as a consequence decrease or even avoid the need for safety stocks.

The situation we encounter at a service provider in the aerospace industry, whom we re-

visit later in this paper, may clarify the opportunity of digitization with AM methods. The

lifecycle of aircrafts typically spans several decades. Throughout this period, the service

provider has to replace deteriorated and failed parts which are often unique for each aircraft

type. Currently, the company guarantees supply for more than hundred thousand parts.

Customer order response times are deemed to be short, given the high costs of grounded

aircrafts and fierce competition in the market. However, short response times typically

invoke high stocks around the globe, resulting in high tied-up capital.

Amid the nature of the aerospace business, it is not surprising that, as stated by one of the

product managers, AM technologies hold an enormous potential for its service operations.

For instance, one can imagine scenarios where spare parts are printed on demand and close

to the customer site as studied by Khajavi et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2014). Another

opportunity may arise from AM enabled design changes. For example, Knofius et al. (2017)
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study the option to redesign spare parts with fewer but therefore more complex components

and find that service costs change significantly.

Despite these opportunities, it is doubtful whether AM technologies will replace CM

methods. Instead, it is more likely that AM methods will complement CM methods (Hol-

weg, 2015). As shown by Westerweel et al. (2016), the success in the spare parts business

depends on several factors; lead time reductions alone do not compensate for disadvantages

of AM technologies. High unit cost or low and uncertain reliabilities of printed parts often

rule out the use of AM. Unsolved issues like uncertain liability or non-standardized certifi-

cation processes cause additional obstacles. While in the latter case significant progress is

made, see Scott (2017), high unit cost and reliability concerns are more likely to prevail.

Specifically, AM often suffers from additional cost for post-processing and quality checks,

high material cost, high equipment cost and high process variability, cf. Book and Sangid

(2016), and Frazier (2014).

In this paper, we study the value of sourcing a spare part by combining AM and CM

methods. That is, depending on the situation one may decide whether to source a spare

part with AM or CM methods. In the traditional dual sourcing literature, costs are higher

and lead times are lower for the fast supply option. In our case, this does not necessarily

hold true, and more importantly: we take into account that AM parts may show a differ-

ent failure behavior than CM parts. This extension seems inevitable given that not only

the production process but also design and used material are typically different for both

sourcing modes, e.g. Wits et al. (2016). As a consequence of the differences in failure

behavior, the sourcing decision will impact future demand. This characteristic makes the

overall trade-off more complex. To our knowledge, this aspect has not been considered in

literature so far.

As we will show, the resulting flexibility of selecting between AM and CM methods, leads

to significant cost savings compared to a conventional single sourcing approach (typically

more than 10%). This result holds especially under conditions that are often observed in

the spare parts business: low demand rates, high holding and downtime cost. Furthermore,
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it turns out that the benefits of dual sourcing remain high, even if the AM part charac-

teristics are (largely) inferior to the CM version. As we will discuss, this observation may

motivate new sourcing concepts where AM parts are used as temporary fix for capital goods

operated at remote locations. Also, we will argue that printing parts on demand is typically

not suitable for downtime critical spare parts. Instead, under these conditions, our findings

demonstrate that a dual sourcing approach where AM is used as a fast emergency source

outperforms single sourcing substantially.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we position our work

within the literature. Afterwards, in Section 3, we develop a specific dual sourcing model

and explain its evaluation and optimization. In Section 4, we conduct numerical experiments

to study the value of dual sourcing in the spare parts business. Section 5 revisits the service

provider and demonstrates the application of our model in practice. We close with Section

6, in which we suggest directions for future research.

2 Literature review

We discuss two streams of literature. In Section 2.1, we review dual sourcing literature

where we focus on selected papers and refer to Minner (2003) and Zhou and Yang (2016)

for a more extensive discussion. In Section 2.2, we discuss (the only) two papers considering

the combination of AM and CM methods to fulfill demand.

2.1 Dual Sourcing

Dual sourcing models typically distinguish between two supply options: one that is cheap

but with a long resupply lead time (regular supply), and one that is expensive but with

a short resupply lead time (expedited order). The first contribution to the dual sourcing

literature was made by Barankin (1961), who discusses a single-period model with emer-

gency shipments. Whittemore and Saunders (1977) consider the periodic review case with

deterministic lead times. They show that as soon as lead times between both supply options

differ by more than one period, the optimal policy depends on delivery time and quantity of
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the in-transit parts. Although dynamic programming methods allow solving such problems,

the large state space leads to computational intractability even for medium sized problems.

Hence, more recent contributions are devoted to approximations of the optimal policy.

For the periodic-review case, Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf (2008) study a capac-

itated inventory model with deterministic lead times. They propose a dual-index policy

that keeps track of one inventory position for each sourcing option. While the evaluation

is partially based on simulation, the dual-index policy provides close to optimal results.

Scheller-Wolf et al. (2007) use a single-index policy where they monitor a single inventory

position and a target level for each sourcing option. In case the inventory position is below

the expedited target level, an order is placed to raise the inventory position to this level.

Next, a regular order is used to bring the inventory position up to the regular target level.

It turns out that the single-index policy performs comparably well but can be computed

25-60 times faster than the dual-index policy.

For the continuous-review case, Moinzadeh and Schmidt (1991) propose a dual-index

policy with deterministic lead times to determine the order quantity for both supply options.

Using information about arrival times of outstanding orders, they keep orders from the

expensive sourcing option limited. Song and Zipkin (2009) extend the model of Moinzadeh

and Schmidt (1991) for multiple supply options and stochastic lead times. Therefore, they

construct a queueing network with overflow bypass. Zhou and Yang (2016) introduce a

single-index (R,nQ) policy and study a more general setting which regards fixed order

cost, batch ordering and compound Poisson demand. Allon and Mieghem (2010) propose a

tailored base-surge (TBS) policy with stochastic lead times. Under the TBS policy goods

are ordered at a constant rate from the cheap supply source while orders for the expensive

supply source are issued according to a base stock policy. Song et al. (2017) find the optimal

policy for a continuous-review system for a special case. Therefore they transform the

original problem to a simplified queueing system that shares the same optimal policy under

specific conditions on the net inventory. For cases in which these conditions are violated,

they exploit the results of the queueing system to construct a policy for the original system.
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Numerically they show that the resulting heuristic policy is close to optimal and typically

outperforms the discussed methods of Song and Zipkin (2009) and Allon and Mieghem

(2010). To the best of our knowledge, none of the many papers on dual sourcing addresses

the impact of sourcing decisions on future demand which is essential for our analysis (cf.

Section 1).

2.2 Combining AM and CM methods

Literature which discusses demand fulfillment with AM and CM production methods is

limited. The two papers discussed subsequently are, to the best of our knowledge, the only

contributions in this field. Khajavi et al. (2015) establish the possible value of combining

AM and CM methods for the production of new products. They conceptualize that, by

postponing the setup of CM methods with the usage of AM methods, substantial cost sav-

ings appear possible. First, the financial risk in case of market failure or unexpected low

demand is kept in check by low setup cost of AM methods. Second, typically short setup

times decrease the time to market and thus may secure an early movers advantage. Third,

design changes, which are likely for new products, are way less of a burden with AM than

with CM methods. Finally, by shifting to CM methods if the product has proven successful,

scale effects and shorter throughput times can be exploited.

The paper closest related to our work is the one by Song and Zhang (2016), who consider

the use of AM methods as an emergency channel that may produce spare parts on-demand.

In their model, AM equipment is capacitated (modeled as an M/D/1 queue) but typically

allows faster, though more expensive, resupply than the CM source. Also, and this is a

fundamental difference compared to our model, they assume that AM parts have the same

failure behavior as CM parts. Overall, they find that the production of parts on-demand

with AM methods leads to significant cost savings and inventory reductions compared to

the application of CM methods only. Especially, for situations with large part variety, these

findings were found to hold true. Furthermore, they report that the AM equipment utiliza-

tion typically remains low and therefore may support the assumption of an uncapacitated

printing source.
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Our paper contributes to the literature as follows:

1. We develop a new dual sourcing model for a single-item, in which future demand

depends upon the sourcing options being used via different failure rates for different

spare parts types. We develop an exact algorithm to solve this model.

2. In numerical experiments, we explore the value of using a combination of AM and CM

parts compared to single sourcing alternatives and study the structure of the optimal

policy in case of dual sourcing.

3. We establish the practical value of dual sourcing using a case study in the aviation

industry.

3 Model

3.1 Model description and notation

Consider a single-item inventory system which serves an installed base of k systems, where

each system requires one unit of the item to be operational. In principle, the item can be

produced either by AM or CM methods. Both item versions exhibit differences in failure

behavior, unit cost and lead time. Here we assume that item failures follow a Poisson pro-

cesses with rates λCM and λAM respectively. The unit cost of a new CM or AM part are

denoted by cCM and cAM and the resupply rates are distributed exponentially with rates

µCM and µAM . Even though one may question the validity of exponentially distributed

lead times in practice, we apply this assumption for two key reasons. First, it is known

that the performance of inventory systems for slow-moving spare parts is not very sensitive

to the shape of the lead time distribution, cf. Alfredsson and Verrijdt (1999), and Alvarez

et al. (2013). Second, this assumption facilitates the use of a continuous time Markov chain

analysis.

The installed base is supported by a single stockpoint carrying S non-repairable spare

parts. Upon failure, a (CM or AM) spare part is taken from stock, and a new (CM or
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AM) part is ordered immediately. So, we assume one-for-one replenishment, as is common

for slow-moving spare parts. This means that the total number of parts in the system

(operational, on stock or in resupply) equals N = k + S. In case we run out of stock,

demand is backordered, and we incur backorder cost b per item per time unit. In fact,

these backorder costs can be interpreted as penalty costs for system downtime. Otherwise,

if a spare part is available, the replacement of the failed part takes place instantaneously.

Holding cost are modeled as a fraction h of the associated unit cost of the items in stock.

The state i of the inventory system is described by the tuple (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi)

where nCi (nAi) refers to the number of CM (AM) parts in operation, rCi (rAi) refers to

the number of CM (AM) parts in resupply, and sCi (sAi) refers to the number of CM (AM)

spare parts in stock. The set of feasible states is equal to

Ω = {(nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) :

nCi + nAi + rCi + rAi + sCi + sAi = N

sCi + sAi = max{N − k − rCi − rAi; 0}

nCi + nAi ≤ k

nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi ≥ 0}

The definition of the state space excludes degenerated transitions. That is, in case nCi +

nAi ≤ k it is impossible to have items on stock. Consequently, a failed item always has to

be replaced immediately if possible. Throughout this paper, we use a consistent order (e.g.

lexicographical) of the state probabilities if collected in a vector or matrix.

Upon failure of an item, one has to take two decisions. First, whether to use an AM or

a CM item from stock (if possible) to replace the failed item (maintenance decision). Note

that the item which failed does not need to be replaced with the same item version. Second,

we have to decide whether to reorder an AM or a CM item to replenish the stock (sourcing

decision). Optimal decisions are dependent on the state i. For example, it may appear

optimal to order the AM version to exploit a typically faster resupply rate of AM if the
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stock is (nearly) depleted. In other states, though, sufficient stock might be available. Here,

despite a long lead time, it may be optimal to order an often more reliable and cheaper CM

version of the item instead.

We define a matrix X to represent the decisions for all states, where each column corresponds

to a certain state i, and each row to a decision option c ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, defined as follows:

• c = 1: take AM version from stock (if possible) and order AM version.

• c = 2: take CM version from stock (if possible) and order AM version.

• c = 3: take AM version from stock (if possible) and order CM version

• c = 4: take CM version from stock (if possible) and order CM version

Note that in cases sCi +sAi = 0 it is indifferent whether to choose c = 1 or c = 2. The same

holds true for the choice between c = 3 and c = 4. We denote the decisions corresponding

to state i as a column vector x(i) with length 4. Component c of vector x(i) is denoted by

the binary variable xc(i).

The goal of the model is to minimize the long-run average cost by determining the opti-

mal sourcing, maintenance and base stocking policy. In principle we can solve this problem

by different methods. The probably most common approach would be the utilization of a

continuous-time Markov Decision Process (MDP) that, after transferring it to an equiva-

lent discrete-time MDP, see Heyman and Sobel (1984), can be solved using methods like

linear programming, value or policy iteration. Here, we employ a continuous-time Markov

Chain analysis in combination with linear programming methods to obtain a more efficient

algorithm: instead of four equations per state (for each action one), we can represent the

problem with two equations per state (balance equation and policy constraint). In essence

our modeling approach follows the lines of Sleptchenko and Johnson (2015). In the next

two sections, we discuss how to evaluate and optimize the sourcing and maintenance policy.

Afterwards, we focus on the stocking policy.
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3.2 Model evaluation

Given X, k and S, the model can be evaluated by means of a continuous-time Markov Chain.

In Figure 1 we show the ten possible transitions to and from state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi)

for the case where an AM part arrives or fails. The ten transitions associated with the ar-

rival or failure of a CM part are omitted but exhibit the same pattern. We use i′ to refer to

the associated predecessor states of (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi). Furthermore, if the main-

tenance decision is indifferent (i.e. no stock available), as we elaborated in the previous

section, we use x2(i) and x4(i) as default in Figure 1.

To explain the underlying logic of Figure 1, let us focus on the transition in the top-right

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi+1,sCi,sAi-1

nCi,nAi-1,rCi,rAi+1,sCi,sAi

µA(rAi+1)
µA(rAi+1)

nCi,nAi+1,rCi,rAi-1,sCi,sAi

λA(nAi+1)x2(i’)

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi-1,sCi,sAi+1λAnAix1(i’)

nCi-1,niA+1,rCi,rAi-1,sCi+1,sAi

λA(niA+1)x2(i’)

nCi,nAi+1,rCi-1,rAi,sCi,sAi

λA(nAi+1)x4(i’)
nCi,nAi,rCi-1,rAi,sCi,sAi+1

λAnAix3(i’)

nCi-1,nAi+1,rCi-1,rAi,sCi+1,sAi λA(nAi+1)x4(i’)

µArAi λAnAi

Fig. 1. Transitions of state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) in case an AM item arrives or fails

corner, i.e. with a rate of λ(nAi + 1)x2(i
′) we transition from state (nCi, nAi + 1, rCi, rAi−

1, sCi, sAi) to state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi). This transition describes the situation

where an AM item fails and we decide to order an AM part while no items are on stock.

Hence, nAi decreases by one unit while rAi increases by one unit. The balance equations

(cf. Appendix 1) directly follow from the transitions illustrated in Figure 1 and, in combi-

nation with the normalization equation, allow the computation of the state probabilities pi

with common methods. The result is captured by the column vector p with elements pi.

After p was determined, the long-run average costs C are computable by gTp with g

representing an |Ω|-dimensional column vector of cost gi in state i. Given that we consider
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unit cost, holding cost and backorder cost we have

gi = µTMcTMrCi + µAMcAMrAi + h(cTMsCi + cAMsAi) +max{k − nCi − nAi; 0}b

3.3 Optimization of the sourcing and maintenance policy

Formally, the optimization problem can be expressed as Problem 1:

minimize
X,p

gTp

subject to Q(X)p = 0

1T
|Ω|p = 1

p ≥ 0

1T
|c|X = 1T

|Ω|

xc(i) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c, i

(1)

where Q(X)p = 0 represents the balance equations with matrix Q(X) describing the gener-

ator of the Markov process and 0 denoting an |Ω|-dimensional vector of zeros. Furthermore,

1T
|Ω|p = 1 defines the normalization equation with 1m being an m-dimensional column vec-

tor of ones.

Given the product xc(i)pi in the balance equations (cf. Appendix 1), problem formu-

lation (1) is nonlinear and computationally intractable. Therefore, we transform (1) into

an equivalent linear formulation. Here we follow the approach of Sleptchenko and Johnson

(2015) who encounter a comparable problem structure. Key step of the transformation is

the rearrangement of the balance equations and the substitution of the product xc(i)pi with

the variable yc(i) . One may interpret yc(i) as the long run fraction of the time that the

system is in state i and action c is chosen. This operation allows us to redefine Problem (1)
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as follows:

minimize
Y,p

gTp

subject to
∑
c

Lcyc + Mp = 0

1T
|Ω|p = 1

p ≥ 0

1T
|c|Y = pT

yc(i) ≥ 0 ∀c, i

(2)

where matrix Lc contains all transition rates dependent on policy c, and matrix M contains

all transition rates independent of policy c. For example, as shown in Appendix 1, M

contains the last four terms in the balance equations. Furthermore, we use yc to describe

an |Ω|-dimensional column vector with elements yc(i) and Y to describe a matrix with row

vectors yc. As a consequence, (2) allows us to find the optimal values of Y and p with

linear programming methods. Afterwards, the optimal decisions X∗ are recovered with the

relation xc(i) = yc(i)/pi. Note that in case 0 < yc(i) < pi we would obtain a randomized

policy which violates the constraint xc(i) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c, i of Problem (1). Sleptchenko and

Johnson (2015) however, show that, given a linear cost function, xc(i) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c, i holds,

i.e. we always obtain a deterministic policy with problem (2).

3.4 Stocking policy

To determine the stocking policy, we apply a greedy approach. That is, we determine the

optimal long-run average cost C∗(0) given that S = 0. Afterwards, we set S = 1 and

determine C∗(1). In case C∗(0) < C∗(1), S = 0 is the optimal base stock level. Otherwise,

we continue to increment S until C∗(S) < C∗(S + 1). This procedure leads to the optimal

base stock level because of the linear structure of the cost function, see e.g. Van Houtum

and Kranenburg (2015).

It is also possible to jointly optimize the stocking policy with the sourcing and mainte-

nance policy (cf. Appendix 2). In the joint optimization approach, we set an upper bound

on the number of spare parts required, and include the option not to order any part upon
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failure in a certain state. Despite leading to the same results, numerical experiments show

that the join optimization is computationally inferior to the greedy approach. The key

reason for this characteristic is that it is difficult to find a tight upper bound on the number

of spare parts, in combination with the fact that the computation times grow rapidly with

the size of the state space. On the other hand, an advantage of the joint optimization

approach is that this model is extendable to allow a dynamic stocking policy (cf. Appendix

3). Given the different failure rates of the AM and CM version, it is likely that the optimal

inventory level depends on the mixture of AM parts and CM parts in the installed base.

So, the inventory level will be state-dependent. The impact of such a dynamic spare parts

inventory policy is a topic for further research.

4 Numerical experiments

To gain insights on the value of dual sourcing with AM and CM methods, we analyze the

impact of key input parameters to our model. We keep the parameters of the CM item

constant with λCM = 0.1, µCM = 1 and cCM = 10. All other parameters are varied as

shown in Table 1, which results in 26.460 problem instances. The computation time of an

instance amounts to a few seconds, see Appendix 4 for further details on the computation

time.

Parameter Range Step size

k [2, 10] 2
λAM [0.05, 0.3] 0.05
µAM [1, 25] 4
cAM [5, 30] 5
b [20, 500] 80
h [0.15, 0.25] 0.05

Tab. 1. Parameter settings numerical experiments

In Section 4.1, we study the effect of the different parameter settings on the cost saving

potential with dual sourcing compared to the single sourcing alternatives. In Section 4.2,

we examine the structure of the optimal policy in case dual sourcing turns out to be the

superior sourcing mode. Section 4.3 summarizes the key findings.
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4.1 Cost savings with dual sourcing

In general, the cost savings are highest if the resupply lead time is short with AM (and

hence the resupply rate high). In extreme cases, we find instances with cost savings of

more than 30% compared to the best single sourcing option. The result for these cases is

remarkable because the failure rate or unit cost of the AM part is often two to three times

higher than for the CM part. Below, we study these relations in more in detail.

Figure 2 shows the effect of the resupply rate on the cost saving potential with dual

sourcing. For that purpose we illustrate the cost savings compared to single sourcing with

AM, single sourcing with CM and the best single sourcing approach as average over all

analyzed instances.

Fig. 2. Dual sourcing compared to sin-
gle sourcing dependent on µAM where
µCM = 1

Fig. 3. Average base stock level for dif-
ferent values of µAM where µCM = 1

As we observe, with increasing µAM the cost saving potential of dual sourcing growths

to 10% on average compared to the best single sourcing approach. This finding appears

reasonable, because a high µAM causes a reduction of holding and backorder cost as we

explain in further detail later. Less intuitive appears the result that the cost savings with

dual sourcing compared to sourcing with AM only remain high (>35%) even if µAM = 25.

Instead, one may expect that a very fast resupply rate would diminish the cost savings with
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dual sourcing. Figure 3 sheds light on this ambiguity and shows the average base stock level

for the different supply options. As is illustrated, on average, even in case µAM = 25 we

typically do not print spare parts on demand but keep stock with AM only. Consequently,

holding cost prevail while high unit cost and failure rate of AM parts lead to additional pur-

chasing cost compared to the other sourcing options. This finding establishes, opposed to

common belief, that printing spare parts on demand may turn out unrealistic for downtime-

critical parts despite very short resupply lead times.

On average, the opposite approach, to rely on CM methods only, appears inferior to dual

sourcing as well. As shown in Figure 2, in case µAM = 25 dual sourcing leads to cost

savings of more than 20% compared to CM only. This result follows from the necessity of

keeping a higher base stock level compared to the dual sourcing option (cf. Figure 3). Also,

encountering backorder cost is more likely given that, in the event where stock is nearly

depleted, an emergency source by means of AM supply is not available.

Figure 4 illustrates the cost savings with dual sourcing as a function of λAM averaged

over all analyzed instances. Again, we compare to single sourcing with AM, single sourcing

with CM and the best single sourcing approach.

Overall, in case the failure rate is high, the incentive to rely on AM methods only is

Fig. 4. Dual sourcing compared to sin-
gle sourcing dependent on λAM where
λCM = 0.1

Fig. 5. Percentage of instances in which
one sourcing approach dominates for dif-
ferent values of λAM where λCM = 0.1
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low. For instance, in case λAM = 3λCM , the cost savings with dual sourcing exceed 60%

on average. More surprising is the fact that even if λAM is high, dual sourcing remains

valuable compared to single sourcing with CM. As such if λAM = 0.2 or 0.3 dual sourcing

leads to cost saving of 8-10% on average. Figure 5 further details this finding where we plot

the best sourcing approach dependent on λAM . As we observe, only in case λAM < λCM ,

single sourcing with AM becomes the dominating approach. Otherwise, dual sourcing turns

out to be the optimal sourcing strategy. An explanation for this outcome can be derived

from Figure 6 where we illustrate the distribution of the cost factors for different λAM . For

comparability purposes, we also show the cost distribution with CM only and set it equal

to 100%.

On average, for each value of λAM backorder and holding costs remain lower than for the

Fig. 6. Cost distribution with dual sourcing dependent on λAM compared to CM only (100%)
where λCM = 0.1

CM only sourcing approach. The benefit to use dual sourcing even in case of high λAM is

motivated by the reduction of backorder and holding cost as we observe in Figure 6. If we

execute the same analysis for the unit cost cAM , we find a comparable effect (cf. Appendix

5). We conclude that dual sourcing has the potential to substantially extend the operating

range of AM methods in the spare parts business.

This result may even give rise to new sourcing concepts. For example, AM parts may

function as a so-called temporary fix where locally producible AM spare parts are used to
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service capital goods at remote locations. Even though it appears likely that locally manu-

factured spare parts are less reliable, our results indicate that holding and downtime costs

may reduce with such a concept. Today, first considerations for these types of applications

can be found in defense organizations which experiment with mobile AM production fa-

cilities (McLearen, 2015). A small sub-experiment may substantiate the potential further.

Therefore we consider the situation of very fast resupply lead times with AM in combination

with low reliabilities of AM parts. Accordingly, we set µAM = 25 and λAM = 10λCM . Other

parameter values remain unchanged. Even under these conditions dual sourcing leads to

cost savings of 6% on average. In the most extreme case, where backorder and holding cost

are high (b = 500, h = 0.25), we even find instances with 28% cost savings compared to the

best single sourcing approach. Based on these outcomes, it comes without surprise that we

argue that a temporary fix with AM methods demands additional attention in the literature.

Table 2 shows the results for the remaining parameters. Also, for the purpose of concise

presentation, we depict the AM usage which we discuss in the next section.

Parameter Value CM AM Best AM usage

0.15 14% 41% 4% 9%
h 0.2 16% 39% 5% 10%

0.25 18% 38% 6% 11%

2 20% 35% 7% 12%
4 17% 38% 6% 10%

k 6 15% 40% 5% 10%
8 14% 41% 4% 10%
10 13% 42% 4% 9%

20 11% 38% 1% 25%
100 15% 39% 4% 12%
180 17% 39% 6% 10%

b 260 17% 40% 6% 9%
340 17% 39% 7% 9%
420 17% 39% 7% 9%
500 17% 39% 7% 9%

Tab. 2. Dual sourcing compared to single sourcing and AM usage where Best
indicates the best single sourcing approach

In line with the findings so far, the holding cost fraction h has a positive effect on the cost
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saving potential with dual sourcing. As elaborated before, due to a typically high resupply

rate for AM parts, holding cost with dual sourcing are often lower compared to sourcing

with CM only. Thus, the higher h, the higher the cost saving potential with dual sourcing.

The installed base size k provides insights about the impact of the total demand rate on

the cost saving potential with dual sourcing. That is, for each installed part we observe

an additional demand stream. As we observe in Table 2, the demand rate has a negative

impact on the cost saving potential with dual sourcing. Figure 7 allows an explanation

where we show, scaled to 100%, the cost distribution for different k.

In the case of increasing k purchasing cost progressively becomes the dominating cost

Fig. 7. Cost distribution dependent on the installed base size, scaled to 100%

factor (>65%). Given that an AM part typically has higher unit cost than a CM part, this

condition reduces the value of dual sourcing. We conclude that dual sourcing – very much

as AM technology in general - is most valuable for low demand rates that are often observed

in the spare part business.

Finally, the cost saving potential proves rather independent of the backorder cost b for high

values. Only in the event that backorder cost become low, does the benefit of dual sourcing

diminish (Table 2). The explanation for this finding follows a comparable reasoning as for

a high demand rate. In the case that the backorder cost are low, the incentive to hold stock

reduces and thus leads to a reduction of the holding cost. Also, the backorder cost decrease

and thus render the purchasing cost the dominating cost factor again. We conclude that
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dual sourcing is not suitable if the backorder cost are low. This situation, however, typically

does not apply to downtime critical spare parts.

4.2 Structure of optimal policy

In this section, we analyze the structure of the optimal policy. Therefore, we restrict our-

selves to instances where dual sourcing is the dominant sourcing approach. Figure 8 shows

the usage of the AM source and the number of instances where dual sourcing is the domi-

nating approach for different values of µAM .

As shown, in case µAM = µCM , the inventory level does not influence the sourcing de-

Fig. 8. Usage of the AM source de-
pendent on µAM where µCM = 1 and
number of instances plotted next to the
data points

Fig. 9. Median of base stock and
critical level dependent on µAM where
µCM = 1

cision. Consequently, the median base stock level and critical level are the same. In case

µAM > µCM however, the AM source functions as an emergency source only. That is, for

most instances we order the first time from the AM source if the inventory level is 0. This

finding corresponds to the dual sourcing literature where the fast and expensive supply

mode is typically used as an emergency source.

Next, we analyze the effect of cAM on the AM source usage. The results are shown for

instances where dual sourcing is the dominating sourcing mode in Figure 10.

As one may expect in case of cAM < cCM the AM source is dominating. Otherwise the
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Fig. 10. Usage of the AM source dependent on cAM where cCM = 10

CM source is used primarily. It is remarkable though, that even in case cAM = 3cCM the

AM source is still used in about 6% of cases. We find comparable results for λAM where

even if λAM = 3λCM the AM usage exceeds 5% (cf. Appendix 6). These findings confirm

the observation that the value of the AM source primarily stems from the ability to provide

emergency supply in case the inventory is (nearly) depleted.

The last column of Table 2 (Section 4.1) shows the results for the remaining parameters.

Overall, the holding cost rate appears to have a marginal influence on the AM usage. The

same holds for the installed base size k (i.e. demand rate). For both parameters though,

it turns out that the AM source is typically used as emergency source and typically used

in less than 10% of cases. We find slightly different result for the backorder cost b. If the

backorder cost are low (b < 100) we use the AM source in about 25% cases on average.

Otherwise, the AM usage approximately drops to 10% on average. An explanation for this

difference follows the same line of reasoning as for µAM : in the few instances where dual

sourcing is the dominating sourcing mode with b < 100, the motivation to use AM stems

from the potential to reduce purchasing cost, i.e. either cAM < cCM or λAM < λCM .

Otherwise, if b ≥ 100, the AM source is used primarily as an emergency source and thus

for the reduction of holding and/or backorder cost. We conclude, in case dual sourcing is

the superior sourcing mode, the AM source is typically used as an emergency source.
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4.3 Summary of key findings

The numerical experiments motivate the following conclusions:

1. The concept to solely print spare parts on demand does not appear suitable for down-

time critical spare parts. Instead, keeping stock remains necessary to reduce the risk

of expensive downtime. As a result, dual sourcing largely outperforms single sourc-

ing with AM methods. On average we find cost savings of more than 35% even if

µAM = 25 (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

2. In the case of an undesirable failure behavior (λAM > 3λCM ) or high unit cost (cAM >

3cCM ) of the AM part, dual sourcing allows one to maintain the benefits of AM

while mitigating drawbacks. On average, even under these unfavorable conditions we

find cost savings of about 10% compared to conventional single sourcing (Figure 4-6,

Figure 10 and Figure A4-A7).

3. In line with dual sourcing literature, the AM source typically functions as an emer-

gency source if µAM > µCM and b ≥ 100 (Figure 8 and 9, Table 2).

4. Motivated by the reduction of stock with dual sourcing, we find that the higher the

holding cost fraction h, the higher the cost saving potential with dual sourcing (Ta-

ble 2).

5. In the case of a high demand rate dual sourcing appears less valuable. Under these

conditions purchasing cost become the dominating cost factor which diminishes the

value of a fast emergency source. That is backorder and holding cost reductions do

not justify the additional purchasing cost (Table 2).

6. If the backorder cost are low, the value of dual sourcing is limited. This finding

relates to the same observation as in the previous point. If the backorder cost are low,

purchasing cost become the dominating cost factor and thus reduce the value of dual

sourcing (Table 2).
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5 Case study

To gain further insights into the practical implications of combining AM and CM sourcing

modes, we conduct a case study at a service provider in the aerospace industry. More

explicitly, we consider a hinge bracket that is used for connecting the rudder and the aircraft.

According to the Federal Aviation Administration, the hinge is categorized as a Class 2

product. That is, a failure may jeopardize the safety of an aircraft and thus is considered

critical. To avoid devastating consequences, aircraft manufacturers typically work with

redundancies. Nevertheless, a failure of a hinge has to be corrected upon discovery. The

most common failure modes are fractures of the hinge that are caused by fatigue, tensile

stress or corrosion.

Figure 11 illustrates the CM and AM design of the hinge. While the CM hinge is an

aluminum machined part, the AM hinge is built from titanium powder (Ti-6AL-4V) with

Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Next to account for the different material properties, the AM

design is topology optimized to reduce the weight of the hinge. Overall, despite titanium

being heavier than aluminum, the topology optimization leads to a weight reduction of about

25%. Cost reductions resulting from fuel savings though were not sufficient to motivate

the production of the hinge with AM methods only. In particular, this is caused by the

higher unit cost of the AM hinge compared to the CM hinge. Missing standardization of

the certification process for flight critical AM parts further hinders the production of the

hinge with AM methods. Overall, the company argued that the AM hinge unit costs have

to decrease significantly before the production with AM methods becomes economically

feasible.

We make following simplifications for our analysis: first, we do not take fuel savings into

account, but only focus on the service cost. Second, we assume that each hinge is exposed

to the same load profile and fails according to a Poisson process. In the field, this may not

hold true, and thus we may observe a higher demand variability. Table 3 shows the input

parameter for the hinge case that, if not mentioned otherwise below, were obtained from

company records.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. CM (a) and AM hinge (b) design

Parameter Value Unit

cAM 1197 Euro
cCM 480 Euro
µAM 1 Month
µCM 0.032 Month
λAM 0.00225 Failure/month
λCM 0.003 Failure/month
k 382 Units
b 32500 Euro
h 0.017 Euro/Euro/month

Tab. 3. Model input data hinge case

The failure rate λAM is based on following insights: mechanical tests revealed that the AM

hinge exhibits superior static strength compared to the CM hinge. Also, given that the

AM hinge is produced with titanium powder rather than with aluminum, failures caused by

corrosion can be ruled out. On the other hand, the surface roughness and porosity expected

from the SLM production process may concentrate more tensions in the hinge. Hence, it

is likely that the AM hinge fails more often under cyclic load caused by fatigue. Based on

these observations, AM experts estimate λAM = 0.75λCM in the best case. We use this

estimate as base case, but later also consider the case where λAM = λCM .

The backorder cost b follow from the criticality of the hinge. According to company repre-

sentatives, it is likely that a stock-out leads to additional downtime of the aircraft. Here,

we assume that a stock-out leads to downtime of one additional day at maximum. Hence,

depending on the aircraft type, backorder cost b vary between 15000 to 50000 euros. For
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our analysis, we use b = 32500 as base case but note that our results are not very sensitive

to changes of b in that range: the long-run average service cost per month differ by less

than 1% if we compare b = 15000 and b = 50000.

Currently, the case company services an installed base k of 382 hinges each with an expected

mean time between failure of 27.78 years. To obtain computationally tractable data, we

need to consolidate demand streams. For that purpose, we consider a smaller k instead

and multiply the failure rates λAM and λCM with the fraction 382/k in order to keep the

total demand rate unchanged. Given that, as soon as k is sufficiently large, the demand

variability becomes nearly independent of k, this transformation leads to proportionally the

same results. We illustrate this effect by plotting the long-run average costs C per month

with dual sourcing for different values of k in Figure 12. After the results are computed,

we simply multiply the resulting cost factors with 382/k to obtain the cost for the case

k = 382. In the reminder, we use k = 50 for our analysis.

The service costs of the hinge are dominated by the purchasing cost and thus reduces

Fig. 12. Effect of consolidating demand streams on the long-run average costs C per month with
dual sourcing where λAM = 382/kλAM and λCM = 382/kλCM

the value of dual sourcing (cf. Section 4.1). Nevertheless, we find in both cases that dual

sourcing is the cheapest sourcing approach. The cost savings with dual sourcing are a con-

sequence of the option to decrease the base stock level by one unit while the backorder cost

nearly remain unchanged. Furthermore, as expected, high unit cost of AM (∼ 2.5cCM )

diminish the value of souring with AM methods only and thus confirm the results of the
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case company. Overall, the hinge case gives further evidence that dual sourcing is more

valuable in case of high holding or backorder cost. Nevertheless, the results confirm that

dual sourcing offers the potential to exploit the short resupply lead time of AM methods

for a higher part variety.

Figure 13 shows the long-run average service cost per month of the three sourcing options

for the cases λAM = 0.75λCM and λAM = λCM .

Fig. 13. Service cost for the three sourcing options with λAM = 0.75λCM and λAM = λCM

Finally, and this represents a key learning for us from this case study, we emphasize that

today’s attention for AM technologies is mainly motivated by the prospect of design im-

provements. While this certainly has its value, it dilutes the value of AM technologies in

the low-volume, downtime-critical spare part business. In our opinion this has two reasons:

first, design improvements often scale with quantity. For example, if topology optimization

leads to weight reductions of a few grams only, the effort is typically justified by a large

installed base size. Accordingly, AM demonstrators frequently exhibit “high” demand rates

(say, >20/year) or low backorder cost. In both cases, as discussed in Section 4.1, savings

of service cost become a less dominant factor. Second, the prospect of design improve-

ments and technological complexity of AM methods typically puts engineers in the lead

to identify parts worth for the production with AM methods. Unfortunately, as a result,

logistic opportunities may be undervalued/overlooked. Instead, logisticians should become
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more involved in this task. In conclusion, we believe that it is important to carry out more

case-based research in the low-volume, downtime-critical spare part business to exemplify

the value of AM methods in this field to practitioners.

6 Conclusion

Demand fulfillment with a mix of AM and CM production methods has not been sufficiently

discussed in the literature yet. In this paper, we have addressed this gap by studying a dual

sourcing concept where AM and CM methods are used in parallel to fulfill spare part de-

mand. A key aspect of our model is that we account for the different failure behavior of

parts sourced from AM and CM methods. In this paper, we assume a base stock policy.

State-dependent demand rates, however, may expose a dynamic inventory policy optimal.

Discussed extensions of our model may facilitate the analysis of the value of dynamic in-

ventory policy in future research.

Overall, dual sourcing turns out to reinforce the value of AM methods in the spare part

business. In particular, this holds true if backorder cost is high, demand rates are low or

holding cost are high. Moreover, our work clarifies that the concept to print spare parts

on demand is not necessarily suitable for downtime-critical parts. Instead, stock remains

necessary even if the resupply lead time is very short. In our opinion, the most remarkable

finding, however, is that dual sourcing offers an approach to profit from the fast resupply

lead time of AM technologies even if the AM part unit cost or failure rate are high com-

pared to the CM part. Consequently, dual sourcing may extend the operating range of AM

methods in the spare parts business significantly. In the light of this finding, new sourcing

concepts are likely. For instance, our results indicate that supplementing CM supply with

less reliable, but locally producible AM parts may reduce operating cost of capital goods at

remote locations considerably. It appears valuable to investigate the value of this approach

more in detail.

Using a case study in the aerospace industry, we were able to obtain further evidence that

dual sourcing primarily benefits sourcing of low-volume, downtime-critical spare parts. The

case study also revealed questions that may stimulate further research. First, how does the
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demand variability influence the trade-off between dual and single sourcing concepts with

AM? Second, if we consider operation and service cost jointly, does the AM source remain

the emergency source and when do we refrain from a dual sourcing concept? Finally, ob-

servations made during the case study exposed that more case-based research is required

to demonstrate the value of AM methods in the low-volume, downtime-critical spare part

business to practitioners.
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Appendix

A1 Balance equations basic model

Subsequently, we present the balance equations, where p• refers to the state probability

under consideration. For example, in case x2(nCi, nAi + 1, rCi, rAi− 1, sCi, sAi) then p• =

p(nCi,nAi+1,rCi,rAi−1,sCi,sAi). Furthermore, if the maintenance decision is indifferent (i.e. no
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stock available) we use x2(i) and x4(i) as default.

(λCMnCi + λAMnAi + µCMrCi + µAMrAi)pi =

λAM (nAi + 1)x2(nCi, nAi + 1, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi, sAi)p•+

λAMnAix1(nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi, sAi + 1)p•+

λAM (nAi + 1)x2(nCi − 1, nAi + 1, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi + 1, sAi)p•+

λAM (nAi + 1)x4(nCi, nAi + 1, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi, sAi)p•+

λAMnAix3(nCi, nAi, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi, sAi + 1)p•+

λAM (nAi + 1)x4(nCi − 1, nAi + 1, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi + 1, sAi)p•+

λCM (nCi + 1)x2(nCi + 1, nAi, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi, sAi)p•+

λCM (nCi + 1)x1(nCi + 1, nAi − 1, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi, sAi + 1)p•+

λCMnCix2(nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi − 1, sCi + 1, sAi)p•+

λCM (nCi + 1)x4(nCi + 1, nAi, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi, sAi)p•+

λCM (nCi + 1)x3(nCi + 1, nAi − 1, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi, sAi + 1)p•+

λCMnCix4(nCi, nAi, rCi − 1, rAi, sCi + 1, sAi)p•+

µAM (rAi + 1)p(nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi+1,sCi,sAi−1)+

µAM (rAi + 1)p(nCi−1,nAi,rCi,rAi+1,sCi,sAi)+

µCM (rCi + 1)p(nCi,nAi,rCi+1,rAi,sCi−1,sAi)+

µCM (rCi + 1)p(nCi−1,nAi,rCi+1,rAi,sCi,sAi)

A2 Joint optimization

To jointly optimize the base stock level, maintenance policy and sourcing policy, we increase

the decision space of the sourcing decision and add the possibility to order nothing upon

failure of an item. This extension enables the transition to states where N decreases.
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Accordingly, we obtain the following updated decision space:

Ω = {(nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) :

LB ≥ N ≤ UB

nCi + nAi + rCi + rAi + sCi + sAi = N

sCi + sAi = max{N − k − rCi − rAi; 0}

nCi + nAi ≤ k

nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi ≥ 0}

where LB and UB describe the lower and upper bound on N respectively. We set LB = k

which permits the extreme case to manufacture parts on demand only. In case of the

UB, we compute the optimal base stock level Ŝ of a single sourcing model with λ =

max{λCM ;λAM}, µ = min{µCM ;µAM} and c = min{cCM ; cAM}. Next, we set UB = k+Ŝ.

As this is a worst case scenario, we always find an upper bound, even though it may not be

very tight. An alternative is to use as a heuristic upper bound which is equal to the base

stock level of the better performing single sourcing option. Unfortunately, our numerical

experiments reveal that this bound is not always sufficient. In this case we set S = UB− k

and follow the greed heuristic as explained in Section 3.4.

To include the decision option to order nothing we increase the action space of the sourcing

decision . Accordingly, we add two components to vector x(i):

• c = 5: take AM version from stock (if possible) and order nothing.

• c = 6: take CM version from stock (if possible) and order nothing.

The increase of the action space leads to six additional transitions. These are illustrated for

state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) in Figure A1. Despite these changes, the optimization

procedure remains the same.

A3 Dynamic inventory policy

Given that the part is available with two versions of different reliability, the expected number

of failures is state dependent. Same holds for the expected number of arrivals given the
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nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi+1,sAi

nCi,nAi+1,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi

λTnCix5(i’)
λA(nAi+1)x6(i’) nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi+1

λAnAix5(i’)

nCi-1,nAi+1,rCi,rAi,sCi+1,sAi

λA(nAi+1)x6(i’)

nCi+1,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi

λT(nCi+1)x6(i’)
nCi+1,nAi-1,rCi-1,rAi,sCi,sAi+1

λT(nCi+1)x5(i’)

Fig. A1. Additional transitions for state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) for joint optimization

difference in resupply rate. As a consequence, the stocking policy might depend on the state.

For example, consider the situation where the installed base is mainly equipped with AM

items. In this case, a higher failure frequency is likely, and thus we may want to increase the

base stock level to avoid backorder cost. Then, if the number of CM components increases,

we may find that it is cost efficient to reduce the base stock level to reduce holding costs.

Given that we already added the possibility to decrease N (cf. Appendix 2), we only need

to include transitions that allow increasing N to facilitate a dynamic base stock level.

Again, we realize this extension by increasing the action space to allow ordering more than

one part. Given that typically λCM < λAM , the possibility to order more than one part

is most valuable if a CM parts fails. Also, it is not reasonable to order more than 2 parts

because this would imply that it would have been useful to already order 2 parts at a

previous failure of a CM part. Accordingly, we add six components to vector x(i):

• c = 7: take TM part from stock (if possible) and order AM and TM part.

• c = 8: take TM part from stock (if possible) and order 2 AM parts.

• c = 9: take AM part from stock (if possible) and order AM and TM part.

• c = 10:take AM part from stock (if possible) and order 2 AM parts.

• c = 11: take TM part from stock (if possible) and order 2 TM parts.

• c = 12: take AM part from stock (if possible) and order 2 TM parts.

We can incorporate these actions by regarding nine additional transitions. These are illus-

trated for state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) in Figure A2. Note that in case the “take AM
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or TM part from stock” decision is indifferent (i.e. no stock available) we use x7(i), x8(i)

and x11(i) as default. Despite these changes, the solution procedure remains the same.

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi,sCi,sAi

nCi,nAi,rCi-2,rAi,sCi+1,sAi

λTnCix11(i’)

nCi+1,nAi-1,rCi-1,rAi-1,sCi,sAi+1

λT(nCi+1)x9(i’)

nCi+1,nAi-1,rCi,rAi-2,sCi,sAi+1λT(nCi+1)x10(i’)

nCi,niA,rCi-1,rAi-1,sCi+1,sAi

λTnCix7(i’)

nCi,nAi,rCi,rAi-2,sCi+1,sAi

λTnCix8(i’)

nCi+1,nAi,rCi-2,rAi,sCi,sAi

λT(nCi+1)x11(i’)

nCi+1,nAi-1,rCi-2,rAi,sCi,sAi+1 λT(nCi+1)x12(i’)

λT(nCi+1)x7(i’) λT(nCi+1)x8(i’)

nCi+1,nAi,rCi,rAi-2,sCi,sAinCi+1,nAi,rCi-1,rAi-1,sCi,sAi

Fig. A2. Additional transitions for state (nCi, nAi, rCi, rAi, sCi, sAi) for dynamic inventory policy

A4 Average run time with greedy optimization

In Table A.1 we show the test bed we used to determine the runtime.

Parameter Range/Values Step size

k [2, 30] 2
cAM 5, 30 -
µAM 1, 25 -
λAM 0.05, 0.3 -
b 20, 500 -
h 0.15, 0.20 -

Tab. A.1. Test bed for the runtime analysis

Figure A3 shows the runtime of the greedy optimization approach as a function of the

installed base size k.

A5 Cost savings as function of cAM

Figure A4-A6 follow similar explanations as for Figure 4-6, except that this time they show

the data as function of cAM .
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Fig. A3. Run time with greedy optimization for different k

Fig. A4. Dual sourcing compared to
single sourcing dependent on cAM where
cCM = 10

Fig. A5. Percentage of instances in
which one sourcing approach dominates
for different values of cAM where cCM =
10

A6 Usage of the AM source as function of λAM

Figure A7 follows similar explanations as Figure 10, except that this time they show the

data as function of λAM .
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Fig. A6. Cost distribution dependent on cAM compared to CM only (100%) with cCM = 10

Fig. A7. Usage of the AM source dependent on λAM where λCM = 0.1
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